




As the Executive Producer for VO Atlanta, it is my hope 

that your time here will be a memorable one and that you 

make the conference a regular event on your calendar.  

My team and I look forward to providing the most exciting 

conference experience possible. 

































 “Breaking News: Sennheiser & Neumann Special deals at Broadcasters General Store 

ONLY available AT VOAtlanta!  Exclusive deals!” (See Booth #15) 





CODE OF CONDUCT 
At VO Atlanta, our expectation is that people are 

respectful and behave in a profession manner. 

 

We want everyone to enjoy the conference and the 

great networking environment it provides. 

 

Harassment, of any kind, will not be tolerated.  This 

includes offensive verbal comments related to gender, 

age, sexual orientation, disability, physical appearance, 

body size, race, or religion (or lack thereof); displaying 

sexual images; deliberate intimidation; stalking; 

following; harassing photography or recording; 

disruption of talks or other events; inappropriate 

physical contact; and unwelcomed sexual 

attention.  Please understand that VO Atlanta welcomes 

differences of opinion and expects that each attendee is 

entitled to their personal viewpoint. 

 

Sponsors and vendors are also subject to this Code of 

Conduct. In particular, sponsors should not use 

sexualized images, activities, or other material. Booth 

staff (including volunteers) should not use, or wear, 

sexualized clothing/uniforms/costumes, or otherwise 

create a sexualized environment. 

 

If a participant engages in harassing behavior, the 

conference organizers take any action they deem 

appropriate, including expulsion from the 

conference with no refund. 

 

If you are being harassed, or notice that someone else 

is being harassed, please bring it to the immediate 

attention of the event staff, or contact our Associate 

Producer, Ron Minatrea, at admin@voatlanta.me. 

VO Atlanta features a number of well established talent, 

coaches/presenters, agents, and directors.  Please 

refrain from attempting to press them for private 

attention.  The conference is for everyone to 

enjoy.  That means being considerate of others and 

respecting both the time and space of those in 

attendance. 

 

We thank you for your help in keeping the event 

welcoming, respectful, and professional. 

mailto:admin@voatlanta.me




A Strategic Approach 
to VO Industry Networking 

 

Successful networking requires effort like 
anything else in career development. Connect 
purposefully. Here’s how: 

Prepare beforehand. Think about your needs, 
and the needs of people you’ll meet, making a 
list of what you seek and offer. Turn it into a brief 
“elevator speech.” How can you help other 
industry professionals generate work and 
prosper? What enables you to do that? How can 
others help you do the same? 

Focus on them. It makes for more effective 
conversation. People prefer people who are 
interested in them. Also, you’ll learn more by 
listening. Even if the meeting doesn’t turn into a 
professional relationship, you might gain 
valuable insight. 

Further, focusing on them puts you in control 
when others lack your networking ability. By 
directing the conversation to topics they are 
prepared to discuss, you keep the dialog going. 

Understand others’ needs. Whether you’re 
meeting voice talent, or agents, producers, 
coaches, casting directors, engineers, 
whomever, familiarize yourself with issues 
they’re likely to be concerned with, problems 
they may have encountered or solved, and 
industry trends – at least enough that you can 
understand others and ask intelligent questions. 

Expand your perspective. Focus on your 
“prime prospects” (just don’t think of them so 
crudely!), but also be aware that anyone might 
harbor an eventual opportunity. 

Hit the optimal balance between too few 
contacts, and too many. It says little for your 
interest in a particular individual if they see you 
glad-handing your card to everyone in the room, 
not actually talking with ... anyone.  

 

Show up again. Attend the next mixer, 
seminar, conference, etc. It not only gives 
contacts a friendly face in the crowd, it says 
you’re an industry regular. On seeing you again, 
even strangers are more likely to come over to 
you. 

Be clear about your interests. If you want 
advice, ask. If you’d like an introduction, let them 
know. As long as your intention is clearly to 
cultivate a win-win relationship, such a request 
isn’t crude. 

Persevere but don’t push it. Follow up each 
contact and keep in touch, with helpful intent. But 
if someone rebuffs or ignores you, don’t be 
discouraged. Desperation is always a turn-off. 
Switch them to your inactive list and move on.  

Be organized. Designate a pocket for 
business cards you receive, and first write a 
memo on each one. Have a separate pocket or 
holder for your own cards to prevent giving 
somebody a card you’ve just received, thinking it 
was yours!  

Stay fresh. When asked, “What’s new?” don’t 
answer, “Nothing.”  Be honest. Frauds are 
quickly discovered and dropped. But if you have 
no new client or achievement to crow about, 
come prepared with some other bit of notable 
news. 

Nobody can hire you if they don't know who you 
are. Learn how to self-market intelligently and 
effectively show up on a potential client's radar. 
See the free peer-contact features at 
EdgeStudio.com, and our Marketing 101 
webinar. And we’ll see you at VO Atlanta 2016! 
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Thank you to our Staff, Volunteers, and Ambassadors that 

make VO Atlanta Possible.  Your support and contribution 

to the conference is valued and appreciated. 



A Special Thank You to “Uncle Roy” Yokelson and 

Cliff Zellman for their administration of the 2016 

Team Challenge.  Many teams will  compete, but 

only one will win.  Thanks to these guys, the 

challenge will be truly ‘Elevating’.  Be sure to tell 

them hello when you see them around the 

conference. :-) 



“Be the client you want to have… - GG 

In Memory of Carol “Joy” Knezik 

Thanks to VO Peeps and Anne Ganguzza for 

their support of the scholarship created in her 

name; The Carol Joy Memorial Scholarship. 

Congratulations to David Toback who has 

been awarded the scholarship for 2016. 

While our hearts are still heavy, we celebrate 

Carol’s spirit of giving and love for others. 

We Miss You, Carol 

Congratulations to Sean Daely — International Scholarship Winner 
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“The opportunity of a lifetime must be 

seized within the lifetime of the 

opportunity.”   - Leonard-Ravenhill 


